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Harmonic content and time variation of electron energy distributions
in high-plasma-density, low-pressure inductively coupled discharges

Alex V. Vasenkova) and Mark J. Kushnerb)

University of Illinois, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, 1406 West Green Street,
Urbana, Illinois 61801

~Received 28 March 2003; accepted 23 May 2003!

Plasma kinetics models which are commonly used to model rf discharges often produce electron
energy distributions~EEDs! averaged over the rf cycle. In doing so, the time dynamics of the EEDs
are lost. In this article we describe a technique to recover these time dynamics by using an
‘‘on-the-fly’’ ~OTF! Monte Carlo method. The OTF method directly computes the harmonic content
of the EEDs using Fourier transform techniques during advancement of the trajectories of
pseudoelectrons. The OTF method was incorporated into a two-dimensional plasma equipment
model to investigate the harmonic content of the EEDs and their time dependencies in inductively
coupled low-pressure (<10 mTorr) and low-frequency (<16 MHz) plasmas sustained in Ar. The
computational results demonstrated that the second harmonic dominates the time dynamics of the
EEDs, and that this harmonic content mostly occurs at higher energies. The harmonic content at low
energies is significant only in the electromagnetic skin layer. We also found that the time evolution
of the second harmonic of the EED involves the simultaneous transit of several pulses in energy and
space. These pulses are attributed to the nonlinear Lorentz force resulting from the rf magnetic field.
© 2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1592630#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Inductively coupled plasma~ICP! sources are widely
used for etching and deposition in microelectronics fabri
tion due to their high ionization efficiencies producing hi
electron and ion densities (.1010 cm23).1–5 These plasma
sources are typically used at low pressures (,10’s mTorr)
and frequencies (,10’s MHz) to facilitate collisionless ion
transport through the sheath, reduce capacitive coupling
manage transmission line effects.6,7 In this regime, nonlinear
electron transport resulting from second harmonic and P
dermotive forces is significant.5,8–12

The physics of nonlinear electron transport in ICPs
complex and is a current topic of research. For exam
Godyaket al. observed large electrical potentials in ICPs
the second harmonic when nonlinear processes domi
over the linear acceleration of electrons by the induct
electric field.13 This potential is generated by the rf Hall e
fect, produced by the nonlinear Lorentz force~NLF!, vÃB,
resulting from the radial component of the rf magnetic fie
and azimuthal component of the electron velocity. As su
the NLF axially accelerates electrons at 2v, wherev is the
fundamental frequency of the electric field. Piejak a
Godyak derived analytical expressions for the second
monic and Pondermotive forces acting on electrons in I
discharges.9 They found that these forces scale as 1/(nev) in
the highly collisional case whenne@v, and as 1/v2 in the
collisionless case whenne!v, wherene is the collision fre-
quency averaged over the electron energy distribu
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~EED!.9 Tomographic measurements of phase-resolved o
cal emission from ICPs in Ar and O2 by Makabe and co-
workers had significant harmonic content produced, in p
by these nonlinear Lorentz forces.5,14,15 For example, their
measurements of net excitation rates as a function of ra
showed two maxima during the rf cycle resulting fro
EÃBrf drift in the quasi-dc radial electrostatic field.14 Sanka-
ran and Kushner numerically investigated the time dep
dence of excitation rates in low-pressure ICPs sustaine
Ar/N2 .12 They found that even harmonics dominate t
source functions for inelastic high threshold processes
modulation of the EED at higher energies is more likely th
at thermal energy. The harmonic content of excitation
ICPs was found to be critically sensitive to pressure a
driving frequency, which ultimately determine the ratiog
5ne /v.

In this article the harmonic content of EEDs in low pre
sure ICPs is discussed. The ‘‘on-the-fly’’~OTF! Monte Carlo
technique, originally developed to calculate the harmo
moments of EEDs, was adapted to obtain pure harmonic
EEDs and, subsequently, to reconstruct their time dep
dence. It was observed that when the skin layer is ano
lous, the high energy structure of the EED is modulated
2v, in large part due to axial acceleration by the NLF. Und
select conditions, pulses of energetic electrons are launc
across the reactor, of which many could be in flight at a
given time. The model is described in Sec. II. The resu
from our parametric study are presented and discusse
Sec. III. Concluding remarks are in Sec. IV.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL

In this section the OTF method for investigating the h
monic content and time dependence of the EEDs in lo

s-
3 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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pressure plasmas is described. By adapting the OTF me
discussed in Ref. 12, statistics are collected in a Monte C
simulation for the harmonic coefficients of the EEDs as o
posed to collecting statistics on the time dependence of
EEDs. The OTF technique was implemented in the Elect
Monte Carlo Simulation~EMCS! of the two-dimentional Hy-
brid Plasma Equipment Model~HPEM!.16 A brief description
of the HPEM will be given followed by a description of th
OTF method.

The HPEM, described in detail in Ref. 16 and referen
therein, consisting of three major modules, was develope
investigate low temperature, low pressure plasma phen
ena. The Electromagnetic Module~EMM! is used to calcu-
late rf magnetic and electric fields by solving Maxwell equ
tions. These fields are than used in the Electron Ene
Transport Module~EETM! where electron transport coeffi
cients and source functions are calculated. These funct
are obtained using either the EMCS or by solving an elect
energy equation coupled with a two-term solution of Bol
mann’s equation. In this study, the EMCS was used to p
duce the kinetic transport properties required for the O
method. Results from the EETM are transferred to the Flu
Chemical Kinetics Module~FKM!, which solves the conti-
nuity, momentum and energy equations for densities
temperatures of neutrals and charged species, and Pois
equation for the electrostatic potential. A drift diffusion fo
malism is used for the electron continuity equation to ena
an implicit solution of Poison’s equation. The modules a
iterated until a converged solution is obtained.

A detailed description of the EMCS and of the OT
method can be found in Refs. 12 and 17. The simulat
starts by initially distributing electron pseudoparticles in c
ordinate and velocity space using initial estimates for el
tron density and temperature. Following initialization, t
trajectories of the pseudoparticles are advanced through
flight acceleration or motion interrupted by collisions. B
tween these collisions the trajectories of the pseudoparti
are advanced according to the Lorentz equation using e
tromagnetic fields from the EMM and electrostatic fiel
from the FKM. The modeling of collisions over a wide rang
of collision frequency, produced primarily by changes
electron energy, is made tractable by the use of a n
collision technique. This is accomplished by adding wh
appears to be fictitious processes known as null collisi
such that the total collision frequency appears to be cons
Electron–electron collisions, which significantly affect the
mal electron motion, are treated separately from other ev
since the frequency of these collisions depends on the r
tive velocity of colliding electrons. These collisions are mo
eled using a test particle method and particle-m
algorithms.16

Statistics which produce the spatially dependent, ti
averaged EEDs are collected on every time step in
EMCS by binning pseudoparticles using a two-dimensio
mesh for spatial locations~separately uniform in radius an
height! and a one-dimensional nonuniform mesh for ener
The mesh for energy usually has smaller width bins at low
energies to resolve more the complex structure of cross
tions and EEDs, and larger widths at higher energies wh
Downloaded 26 Aug 2003 to 128.174.115.149. Redistribution subject to 
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the cross sections and the EEDs are smoother function
energy. At every time step the raw statistics,Fil which even-
tually produce the EEDs, are updated as

Fil →Fil 1(
j

H wjDt jd@~« i6
1
2 D« i !2« j #(

k
ak

3d@~r l 1k6 1
2 Dr l 1k!2r j #J , ~1!

wherei andl are the energy and spatial indices,d is the delta
function and the summations are overj particles andk
neighboring mesh cells.« j andr j are the energy and locatio
of the j th particle, andD« i andDr k are the energy and th
mesh cell width.wj is a pseudoparticle dependent weighti
which accounts for the number of electrons the pseudo
ticle represents andDt j is the previous time step.ak is a
weighting for finite-sized-particle accounting.18 At the end of
given iteration through the EMCS, the EEDs,f i l , are ob-
tained from the raw statisticsFil by normalizing

Wl(
i

Fil 5(
i

f i l « i
1/2D« i51, ~2!

whereWl is a spatially dependent factor. Thef i l obtained at
the end of the EMCS are then used to update electron-im
rate coefficients, optionally backaveraging with previous
erations, which are transferred to the FKM.

The just described method produces EEDs which
averaged over the rf cycle and so information about the t
dependence of the EEDs is lost. To recover this informati
the OTF method was adapted to compute the harmonic c
tent, and so the time-dependence of the EEDs, using a F
rier transform technique. The alternative, binning partic
by phase in the rf cycle and so explicitly recording the tim
dependent EEDs, was not used because of the large com
tational and memory requirements. The OTF method filt
higher frequency noise in the EEDs by selectively comput
lower order Fourier coefficients. Direct time domain tec
niques of resolving the time dependence would require lar
numbers of particles or larger numbers of rf cycles of reco
ing to suppress such noise.

The statistics for raw complex Fourier coefficients a
collected similarly to those for time-averaged EEDs. For e
ample, for thenth harmonic

C i l
n→C i l

n 1(
j

H wjDt j exp~ invt j !d@~« i6
1
2 D« i !2« j #

3(
k

akd@~r l 1k6 1
2 Dr l 1k!2r j #J . ~3!

This expression differs from Eq.~1! by the complex time-
dependent factor exp(inv tj) which accounts for the time
evolution of the EEDs. At the end of a given iteration th
amplitude and phase of thenth harmonic are obtained from
the Fourier coefficients by

F i l
n 5C i l

n /Wl ,
~4!

w i l
n 5Im@C i l

n #/Re@C i l
n #,
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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whereWl is the normalization factor from Eq.~2!. The time
dependence for thenth harmonic of the EEDs is then recon
structed from

f i l
n 5F i l

n sin~nvt1w i l
n !, ~5!

where the zero harmonicf i l
0 is equivalent to the time-

averaged EED,f (« i ,r l), determined from Eq.~2!. The time
dependence of the EEDs is obtained by summing all av
able harmonics

f ~« i ,r l ,t !5maxF0,(
n51

N

f il
n G . ~6!

The harmonics havingn different than zero alternate be
tween having positive and negative values depending
their phase. The EED must always be positive because
the probability of having an electron of a given energy a
space coordinates at a given time. As noise in the EM
sometimes result in the sum of phase weighted amplitu
being negative, the maximum in Eq.~6! is applied.

III. HARMONIC CONTENT OF EEDs

In this section the time dependence of EEDs and th
harmonics in ICPs sustained in Ar will be discussed. T
electron-impact cross sections, heavy particle reaction
coefficients, and the geometry of the ICP reactor used in
investigation are the same as in Ref. 17. This geometr
shown in Fig. 1. Briefly, the ICP plasma is produced in
cylindrically symmetric chamber, 10 cm in radius and 10.
cm tall. The rf antenna is a five turn coil set atop a qua
window 1.27 cm thick. Typical plasma parameters for t
base case conditions~10 mTorr, 100 W, 6.78 MHz! are
shown in Fig. 2. A peak electron density about
31011 cm23 occurs at the center of the reactor as low-ene
electrons pool from the plasma edges to the center where
electric potential peaks. A peak in the rate of ionization
located at the edge of skin depth where the tail of the EED

FIG. 1. Schematic of the cylindrically symmetric ICP reactor.
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largest in magnitude.11,17 The classical collisionless skin
depth,d5(m/m0e2ne), wherem0 is the vacuum permeabil
ity, is about 2 cm for the base case conditions. The elec
temperatureTe peaks in the skin layer, where electrons a
strongly heated by the large rf fields. In the bulk plasma,Te

is lower as electrons transfer their energy to the gas by
lisions. The mild gradients inTe result from the efficient
conduction of thermal energy across the reactor by electr
electron~e–e! collisions. Since in the bulk plasma beyon
the skin depth, direct electron heating by the electromagn
field is small, electron thermal conduction dominates heat
of low energy electrons. This effect is clearly demonstra

FIG. 2. Plasma parameters for the base case conditions~10 mTorr, 100 W,
6.78 MHz!. ~a! Plasma density,~b! electron impact ionization source func
tion, and~c! electron temperature. The ionization source peaks at the edg
the skin layer.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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2226 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 94, No. 4, 15 August 2003 A. V. Vasenkov and M. J. Kushner
by removing e–e collisions from the simulation. Without e
collisions,Te there is a significant minimum in the center
the plasma where low energy electrons are trapped at
peak of the plasma potential.

FIG. 3. Eu ~V/cm! for the base case conditions~10 mTorr, 100 W, 6.78
MHz! for different phases during the rf cycle.~a! f50, ~b! f50.3p, ~c!
f50.6p, ~d! f50.9p. Dephasing of thermal electrons produce destr
tively interfering electric fields which result in nodes in the penetrat
inductively coupled field.
Downloaded 26 Aug 2003 to 128.174.115.149. Redistribution subject to 
he

The time evolution of the azimuthal electric fieldEu for
the base case conditions during the first half of the rf cycle
shown in Fig. 3.Eu exponentially decreases in the skin dep
with distance from the coils for all phases of the rf cyc
Close to the opposite wall,Eu has extrema and nodes resu
ing from thermal electron motion which generates curr
sources interfering or reinforcing the local electr
field.10,17,19 These currents, transferred by electron therm
motion, are too small to significantly perturb the rf fields
the skin layer, whereEu is large, whereas these currents ha
measurable effects on the electric field beyond the class
skin layer whereEu has decayed to smaller values.

Time-averaged EEDs, which are the same as the 0th
monic, are shown in Figs. 4 and 5 as a function of height

-

FIG. 4. ~Color! The time-averaged EEDs~units eV23/2) for the base case
conditions ~10 mTorr, 100 W, 6.78 MHz! for ~top! r 50 and ~bottom! r
54 cm. The time averaged EED is the same as thef 0 component. On axis,
there is little accentuation of the tail of the EED in the skin layer. At m
radius, the EED is enhanced at high energies in the skin layer, extending
the bulk plasma, a result of NLF. The EEDs are fairly uniform as a funct
of height at low energy due to thermalization by e–e collisions.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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the base case conditions at two radial positions, near the
at r 50 andr 54 cm. Due to the large electron-electron co
lision frequency in the middle of the reactor and the result
efficient transfer of thermal energy, the distribution of low
energy electrons nearr 50 is nearly axially uniform excep
near the coils and the far wall. The EED is depleted at l
energies near surfaces as a consequence of pooling tow
the center of the reactor where the plasma potential pe
and which traps low-energy electrons.11 The electrons in the
skin depth are dominantly collisionlessly heated. The con
bution of Ohmic heating in the skin depth is small as elect
mean free paths ('2 cm at 10 eV! are comparable to the
skin depth. In the bulk plasma, Ohmic heating is not
unreasonable approximation. The net power deposition
tained by assuming only Ohmic heating is only three tim
less than the total net power deposition in an ICP discha
sustained in Ar at 100 W and 10 mTorr.20,21The distribution
of high-energy electrons on axis only slightly peaks at
edge of the skin layer. Electrons here are only indirec
affected by collisionless heating in the skin layer sinceEu is
zero on the axis. These electrons are heated as a resu
scattering of electrons from larger radii where the elec

FIG. 5. The time-averaged EEDs~units eV23/2) for the base case condition
as a function of energy for fixed axial and radial positions~top! r 54 cm
~bottom! r 50.5 cm. Atr 54 cm, the tail of the EED is largest at the edge
the skin layer as a result of collisionless heating. The EED peaks at
energies in the bulk plasma. The EEDs at low energy on the axis we
depend on height as high thermal conductivity due to e–e collisions red
temperature gradients.
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field is also larger, or by thermal conduction resulting fro
e–e collisions.

The EEDs show more evidence of acceleration in
skin layer atr 54 cm, where the amplitude of the electr
field is large ('3 V/cm). The largest fraction of high-energ
electrons resides at the edge of the collisionless skin de
producing significant ionization in this region, as shown
Fig. 2~b!. The tail of the EED decays with distance from th
coils. Electrons having energies greater the plasma pote
escape from the bulk plasma to the walls and electrons h
ing energies greater than the first inelastic threshold at 1
eV dissipate their energy by collisions. Electrons with en
gies below the first inelastic threshold are nearly spatia
uniform in the axial direction since they are trapped by t
electrostatic potential and e–e collisions efficiently cond
electron energy, thereby smoothing the distribution functi

The time evolution of the EED for the base case a
function of height atr 54 cm when including six harmonic
is shown in Fig. 6 for different phases in the rf cycle. T
high-energy tail of the EEDs atf50 is only moderately

w
ly
esFIG. 6. EEDs~units eV23/2) for the base case conditions~10 mTorr, 100 W,
6.78 MHz! at r 54 cm for different phases during the rf cycle. The tail of th
EED is enhanced in the skin layer followed by propagation of high ene
electrons into the bulk plasma.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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enhanced in the skin layer as the electric field crosses z
As the electric field increases in magnitude, the energy
electrons in the skin layer rapidly increases due to nonco
sional heating. The EEDs atf5p/4 and f5p/2 are en-
hanced at high energies in the skin layer as the electric fi
increases but the tails of the EEDs are less affected de
into the plasma. The increase in the azimuthal componen
the velocity of electrons in the skin layer produces a cor
sponding increase in the Lorentz force which accelera
electrons out of the skin layer into the bulk plasma. As
result, the differences between the tails of EEDs in the s
layer and in the bulk plasma decrease as this axial fo
accelerates electrons out of the skin layer. The EEDs fof
53p/4 through 7p/4 show this transition. As the phas
crossesp, the electric field decelerates electrons in the s
layer producing a lowering of the tail of the EED. This pr
cess continues untilf57p/4 when the EED in the skin laye
differs little from that in the bulk.

The amplitudes of the first four harmonics of the EE
as a function of height are compared in Fig. 7 atr 54 cm.
The amplitude off 1 is nearly uniform as a function of heigh
and is dominantly produced by electrostatically trapped e
trons with energies below the plasma potential. Con
quently, the peak off 1 / f 0 is only 0.1. The energy distribu
tion of these electrons is practically time-independent a
consequence of their collective dephasing by e-neutral
e–e collisions. The second harmonic has the largest am
tude at both low and high energies producing a peak
u f 2 / f 0u'0.5 at«'20 eV. f 2 has large-scale structures in th
skin layer which are formed as a result of collisionless el
tron acceleration. The third harmonic consists of lo
amplitude structures which appear similar to the first h
monic as both are also largely determined by the trap
electrons. The amplitude of fourth harmonic is similar to t
first and the third except in the skin layer where there i
maximum (u f 4 / f 0u'0.2 at «'20 eV) resulting from colli-
sionless electron motion.

Since the nonlinear dynamics of the EEDs are domina
by the second harmonic, we will focus further discussion
its properties. The time dependence off 2 for the base case
conditions is shown in Figs. 8 and 9. The second harmo
has both positive (f 2

1) and negative (f 2
2) components. A

large value off 2
1 implies an abundance of electrons who

energy oscillates at the second harmonic relative to the ti
averaged distribution, whereas a large value off 2

2 implies
depletion of electrons having energy oscillating at 2v rela-
tive to f 0 . In analogy with semiconductor transport,f 2

2 can
be thought of as being produced by holes.

Electrons oscillating at 2v are dominantly produced b
noncollisional heating in the skin layer byEu generating a
pulse of hot electrons near the dielectric. NLF forces th
accelerate these electrons out of the skin layer into the b
plasma. Pulses of such electrons propagate across the re
dissipating in both energy and coherency. At any given ti
there could be many such pulses in transit. The ‘‘life cyc
of one such pulse can be viewed from Figs. 8 and 9
following the f 2

1 dynamics. The behavior for phases 0,f
,p is identical to that for phases 0,f,2p with the roles
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FIG. 7. ~Color! Relative amplitudes of the first four harmonics as a functi
of height for the base case conditions~10 mTorr, 100 W, 6.78 MHz! at r
54 cm. ~a! f 1 / f 0 , ~b! f 2 / f 0 , ~c! f 3 / f 0 , and ~d! f 4 / f 0 . The maximum
value of the harmonic amplitude is shown above each figure. The e
harmonics have the largest amplitudes. The amplitudes of the odd harm
are fairly uniform due to the large frequency of dephasing collisions.
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FIG. 8. ~Color! The harmonic componentf 2 for different phasesf during
the rf cycle as a function of height atr 54 cm for the base case condition
~10 mTorr, 100 W, 6.78 MHz!. Regions of the energy-height plane wheref 2

is positive (f 2
1) or negative (f 2

2) are separated by the white contour lin
Regions labeled ‘‘1’’ are occupied byf 2

1 for 0,f,p and by f 2
2 for p

,f,2p. Regions labeled ‘‘2’’ are occupied byf 2
2 for 0,f,p and by

f 2
1 for p,f,2p. Successive pulses of high energy electrons propag

across the reactor.
Downloaded 26 Aug 2003 to 128.174.115.149. Redistribution subject to 
of f 2
1 and f 2

2 reversed. Regions of the energy-height plane
Fig. 8 labeled ‘‘1’’ are occupied byf 2

1 during 0,f,p and
f 2

2 during p,f,2p. Those labeled ‘‘2’’ are occupied by
and f 2

2 during 0,f,p and by f 2
1 during p,f,2p. f 2

1

and f 2
2 are separately shown in Fig. 9.

The origin of a pulse begins at phasef50 with low
energy f 2

1 electrons in the skin depth being accelerated
Eu @lower left corner of («,z)]. As the cycle progresses

te

FIG. 9. ~Color! f 2
1 and f 2

2 as a function of height atr 54 cm for different
phases in the rf cycle for the base case conditions~10 mTorr, 100 W, 6.78
MHz!.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/japo/japcr.jsp
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2230 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 94, No. 4, 15 August 2003 A. V. Vasenkov and M. J. Kushner
these electrons are accelerated up the energy axis but d
propagate far inz as acceleration is parallel to the dielectr
By f50.5p, a long tail to thef 2

1 EED has been generated
the skin layer. At this phase, Lorentz forces begin accele
ing the f 2

1 electrons into the bulk plasma (f
50.5p – 0.9p). The f 2

1 pulse ‘‘separates’’ from the skin
layer at aboutf51.3p ~the ‘‘2’’ region at f50.3p) as the
Lorentz force decreases and asEu changes sign to begin
decelerating electrons in the skin layer. The separatedf 2

1

pulse propagates across the reactor, progressively deph
due to collisions~as indicated by the broadening in axi
extent! and decreasing in energy~as indicated by the lower
ing in energy of the centroid of the pulse!. The centroid of
the f 2

1 pulse gains in energy even when leaving the s
layer as it is accelerated towards the maximum in the pla
potential and decelerates as the centroid passes the pe
the plasma potential and begins to climb the oppo
presheath. After one complete rf cycle, thef 2

1 centroid is
approximately at mid-reactor; and atf52.3p ~the ‘‘1’’ re-
gion atf50.3p) the leading edge of thef 2

1 pulse intersects
the opposite wall. The slope of thef 2

1 pulse in the («,z)
plane steepens with time as high energy electrons w
longer mean-free paths outpace the lower energy electro

When the pulse reaches the opposite wall, thef 2
1 elec-

trons are decelerated in the sheath, forming a pool of
energy electrons@top left corner of («,z)]. This deceleration
and pooling occurs overf52.4p to 3p ~the ‘‘1’’ region for
f50.4p –p.). These electrons begin propagating back
wards the peak in the plasma potential at the center of
reactor over f52.5p – 3.5p ~the ‘‘1’’ region for f
50.5p –p, and the ‘‘2’’ region for f50 – 0.5p). This ‘‘re-
turn’’ pulse is rapidly dephased due to frequent elastic co
sions~both electron-heavy particle and e–e!.

By following the f 2
2 dynamics~‘‘ 2’’ during f50 –p,

and ‘‘1’’ during f5p – 2p) we track the depletion of elec
trons at the second harmonic, or the transport of elec
holes. For example, as thef 2

1 pulse leaves the skin dept
f51.3p ~‘‘ 2’’ at f50.3p) f 2

2 dominates in the skin layer
an indication of deceleration byEu and depletion by the
Lorentz force. The depletion zone propagates into the b
plasma, shadowing thef 2

1 pulse.
While the dynamics of high-energy electrons are larg

determined by the rf fields in the skin layer, the transport
low-energy electrons is dominated by thermal diffusion a
e–e collisions. Low-energy electrons generated by ioniza
at the edge of skin layer diffuse back towards the coils a
periodically repopulate the skin layer. The proportion
these electrons isSe /(2vns), whereSe is the electron source
at the edge of skin layer andns is the electron density in the
skin layer. For the base conditions, about 5% of the electr
are repopulated in the skin layer by ionization during t
portion of the cycle when the Lorentz force is weak. On
these thermal electrons enter the skin layer, they are he
by the rf electric field thereby initiating the large-scale stru
tures formed in the skin layer. This electron recirculation
ICP discharges also has been observed experimentally22 and
predicted numerically.23

The time dependence of the EEDs at a reduced pres
and frequency~1 mTorr, 3.39 MHz, 100 W! is shown in Figs.
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10 and 11. By reducing the pressure, the mean-free p
increases and collision frequency decreases. The electron
namics are essentially collisionless everywhere as
anomalous skin depth is comparable to the height of
reactor. For these conditions collisionless heating is an o

FIG. 10. EEDs as a function of height atr 54 cm at reduced pressure an
frequency~1 mTorr, 100 W, 3.39 MHz! for different phases in the rf cycle
The lower pressure~longer mean-free paths! and lower frequency~larger rf
magnetic fields! produces more pronounced harmonic modulation in
EEDs.
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of magnitude larger than Ohmic heating.20,21Beginning prior
to f50 electrons are collisionlessly heated in the skin la
forming the EEDs atf50 andf5p/2 which are depleted
at low energies and enhanced at high energies. The h
energy electrons are accelerated out of the skin layer by
Lorentz force, which depletes the tail of the EEDs in the s
layer and increases the proportion of high-energy electron
the bulk plasma forf5p andf53p/2. At the same time,
the sheath at the opposite wall reflects electrons with e

FIG. 11. EEDs as a function of energy for fixed axial positions at redu
pressure and frequency~1 mTorr, 100 W, 3.39 MHz!, andr 54 cm for dif-
ferent phases in the rf cycle. The largest changes occur in the tail of EE
NLF mostly affects the motion of high energy electrons.
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gies below the plasma potential~16 eV! back into plasma
forming a peak in the EEDs.

The time dependence off 2 at 1 mTorr and 3.39 MHz is
shown in Fig. 12. At this lower frequency the magnitude
the rf magnetic field is proportionately larger. Following th

d

as

FIG. 12. ~Color! f 2
1 as a function of height atr 54 cm at different phases

during the rf cycle at a reduced pressure and frequency~1 mTorr, 100 W,
3.39 MHz!. The lower pressure and larger NLF produces a pulse at
second harmonic which extends over a broader extent in the energy-h
plane.
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2232 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 94, No. 4, 15 August 2003 A. V. Vasenkov and M. J. Kushner
zero crossing ofEu (f50) electrons having diffused into
the skin layer are rapidly accelerated to high energy in
nearly collisionless conditions and higherE/N at 1 mTorr.
As the NLF begins to accelerate these electrons out of
skin layer (f50.6p) the resulting pulse is more extended
both energy and axial extent than for the base case due t

FIG. 13. ~Color! The ratio of f 2 / f 0 as a function of height and energy a
r 54 cm for ~a! 16, ~b! 6.78, and~c! 3.39 MHz for otherwise the base cas
conditions~10 mTorr, 100 W!. Larger modulations at the second harmon
occur at lower frequencies.
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lower collisionality. The higher energy electrons which ou
race the bulk of the pulse reach the opposite sheath af
'p, decelerating by virtue of climbing the opposite shea
(f51.3p). Those electrons which have energies less th
the sheath potential and are not lost to the surface rev
direction and form a return pulse (f51.9p). This approxi-
mately coincides in time to when the lower energy portion
the original pulse reaches the opposite wall. Due to the lo

FIG. 14. ~Color! The ratio of f 2 / f 0 as a function of height and energy a
r 54 cm for ~a! 10, ~b! 3, and~c! 1 mTorr for 6.78 MHz.
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collisionality, larger NLF and longer rf period at this lowe
pressure and frequency, there is generally only a single p
in transit across the reactor, compared to the multiple pu
shown in Fig. 8 for a higher frequency and higher pressu

The ratiosf 2 / f 0 for different frequencies but otherwis
the base case conditions are shown in Fig. 13. Signific
modulation of the EED at 2v is indicated by large values o
f 2 / f 0 . This modulation is largest at high energies and in
skin layer for all frequencies; and extends to greater heig
as the frequency decreases. The larger harmonic con
throughout the volume at lower frequencies results, in p
from the increase in the electromagnetic skin depth and
crease in rf magnetic field which extends the region in wh
electrons are accelerated by the NLF. The larger harmo
content at higher energies results from the larger proportio
contribution of NLF and longer mean-free paths. Electrons
the bulk plasma are dephased over shorter distances d
both electron-neutral and e–e collisions.

The ratiosf 2 / f 0 for different pressures but otherwise th
base case conditions are shown in Fig. 14. As the pres
decreases, modulation of the EEDs produced by NLF in
skin depth extends to higher energies as the lower collis
ality enables population of the tails of the EEDs. The app
ent ‘‘cutoff’’ of f 2 / f 0 at 10 mTorr results in part from th
higher collisionality which dephases the electrons ther
decreasingf 2 / f 0 and in part from the loss of higher energ
electrons due to the lower plasma potential. As the plas
potential increases with decreasing pressure, a larger pro
tion of these electrons are retained and are reflected by
opposing sheath. This reflection is shown by the extensio
f 2 / f 0 down the energy axis at the top of the reactor.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The on-the-fly Monte Carlo technique, originally deve
oped to investigate harmonic moments of EEDs was ada
to resolve the harmonic content of the EEDs, and, sub
quently, to reconstruct their time dependence in low press
(<10 mTorr) and low frequency (<16 MHz) ICPs sus-
tained in Ar. It was observed that the second harmonic,f 2 ,
dominates the frequency content of the EEDs and that th
harmonics are mostly found at higher energies. The t
evolution of f 2 can involve the simultaneous transit of se
eral pulses in energy and space. These pulses in large
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originate from the nonlinear Lorentz forces in the skin lay
increasing in intensity as the skin layer becomes m
anomalous. As such the spatial width and energy range o
pulses increase with decreasing frequency and pressure
dynamics of these pulses can be partially explained in te
of an electron recirculation process, during which lo
energy electrons from the bulk plasma thermally diffuse in
the skin layer followed by the noncollisional heating of the
electrons by the large rf electric fields in the skin layer, a
the nonlinear Lorentz force acceleration of hot electro
from the skin layer into the bulk plasma.
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